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2 sections

I. Leadership
II. Innovation



What we will cover in Section I:

Leadership
1. What good leaders must do
2. The emotional basis of leadership
3. The power of information on decision making
4. Nurturing & Exploiting group Intelligence
5. Establishing Core values
6. Sharing authority
7. Level 5 leadership
8. 7 Habits of highly successful leaders 



1. What good leaders must do:

Time honored and widely acknowledged   
• Set (or orchestrate the setting of) core values, vision & goals 

• Make certain vision & goals are clearly articulated and widely 
understood

• Establish procedures

• Assign responsibilities  

• Hold people accountable

• Celebrate success

– More complicated
• Exhibit Charisma?

• Promote team decision making?

• Establish plans for innovation?

• Promote organizational intelligence?

• Distribute power broadly?

To be answered



Aristotle’s Rhetoric and 
Plato’s The Republic

1. Ethos
2. Pathos
3. Logos

Written by Plato 360 B.C

In leading masses of people, teams, individuals.
The first step is emotional appeal, the last is logic.

•We are on the same team
•We have a problem
•Logic shows us a solution

Three phases of leadership

2. The emotional basis of leadership



2. The emotional basis of leadership & ethos

• Public speaking 
– (less than 25% of impact is the logical-spoken content; 2/3 is body 

language…hand waving, smile frequency, physical distance) 

• Neurolinguistic programming
– Sales force training

• Stanford experiments: team membership with 
computers (Nass & Reeves)
– People trust computers more when they have the same color as their 

buttons, implying on the same team

• People tend to trust more
– when physically located close by (the closer the office/cubicle the 

better)

• You can predict which doctors will get sued
– Not for incompetence but likeability, by measuring subconscious 

liking/disliking



Non-verbal communication & Ethos
• How close you stand, how often you smile, how long your 

eyes meet
• Fleeting facial expressions

– Malcolm Gladwell reported FACS (Ekman UCSF)
• Blink: How tall CEOs? 30 % of CEOs of 300 Fortune 500 are taller than 6’2’’. (General Population 

~ 3.9%)

Malcolm Gladwell, Blink(2005), “…in the 
blink of an eye, intuitions and hunches 
classify you as friend or foe.”



An evolutionary basis for ethos?

• “Coalitions of male chimps also stage raiding parties on 
neighbouring troops, killing on injuring other males and killing 
infants.”
– Sexual Paradox: Complementarity, Reproductive Conflict and 

Human Emergence –Page 65 by Christine Fielder, Chris King  (& 
work by Franz de Waal )

1. Facial expressions

2.  Hand waving & Sign language

3.  Spoken language & the bicameral mind

1.
2.

3.

It was a matter of life and death to quickly identify 
friend or foe!

•The 
evolution of 
the bicameral 
mind & 
language



You’ve Got To Be 
Believed To Be Heard

• By Bert Decker
– Copyright 1992
– Decker Communications, 
– San Francisco

Logical 
brain Emotion & 

instinct (limbic 
system) prejudices 
the logical brain

Another data point for the emotional 
basis for ethos

People “buy” on 
emotion and justify 
with fact.



More Ethos at the subconscious level

• The limbic system is an open loop …allows others to influence our 
hormones, sleep patterns, immune response, and IQ”

– Limbic emotional response precedes and controls rational thought.

Primal Leadership
By Daniel Goleman et al, Harvard Business School Press; March 15, 2002

Emotional Intelligence: why it matters more than IQ
- Daniel Goleman, Bantam Books 1995.



IQ is lowered by social rejection

• “subjects were given a variety of intelligence 
tests and then made to feel rejected….their 
IQ scores plummeted by some 25 percent 
and their analytical reasoning by about 30 
percent”
– Roy F. Baumeister of Ohio’s Case Western 

Reserve University- Popular Science,  Aug 
2002 issue

The power of ethos, or lack of it, on IQ



IQ is raised by social encouragement

• Pygmalion in the Classroom Published in 1968 
• Rosenthal and Jacobson gave intelligence tests

– to all of the students at an elementary school;

– Teachers were told randomly chosen students were 
gifted

– Eight months later, they re-tested all the students. 
– Those labeled as "intelligent" children showed 

significantly greater increase in new test scores

The positive power of emotional support on IQ



Leaders affect performers subconsciously
• If the management style is threatening

– Staff members will actually loose IQ points!
• If management is supportive with high expectations

– Staff actually behave more intelligently

• The migrating geese story: Western vs. Eastern culture
– (ISS/KDRL Toyota vs. Detroit)



Likeability is more important…

Likeability is ranked more highly than competency by 
business managers.

Educational background, credentials, and even job 
performance, are not as important as likeability to 
career advancement. 



QVC vs. HSN

Jeffery Rayport former Harvard Professor, studied
• QVC HSN Cable TV Shopping Networks

• They sell the same things: 60,000 different discretionary 
products/365 days/24 hrs/day (can find the same 
products in stores)

• QVC has 20 salesmen selling $5 billion a year / average 
$250million per salesperson.

• QVC is twice as profitable as HSN (QVC sold $5 billion 
this year vs $3 billion HSN)

WHY?



QVC vs. HSN cont.

• QVC 7 million customers, purchase 14 times/yr
• QVC sales defies categories, brands, price-points.  
• Differentiation is based on Salesman.  People buy from 

the same salesperson time after time.

• QVC sells relationships
• HSN hard sell (used car salesman)

• People buy from those they trust, validating the first of 
the Platonic rules, ethos.



Summary: The emotional basis of leadership

• The emotional basis of good leadership
• Humility, Level 5, leadership: The Good-to-Great

story
• Hubris & power sharing: Organizational Crisis- The Logic of 

Failure
– What good leaders do: exploit organizational intelligence

• Larry Leifer story
• Desert survival story
• Wisdom of Crowds

– Habits of highly successful leaders
• Clearly articulate vision & goals
• Assign responsibilities/accountabilities 
• Promote organizational learning

Good leadership begins with an emotional connection.  

•Leader’s body language (and other nonverbal acts) speak 
loudly. 

•Leaders must convince their followers that 

•we’re all on the same team, 

•there is an external challenge/threat, and 

•there is a solution working together.



Larry Leifer’s highly successful design teams

• The Stanford experiments at the 
Center for Design Research

3. The power of information in decision making



4. Nurturing & Exploiting Group Intelligence

– What good leaders of mature companies must do

• Desert survival story

• Wisdom of Crowds

• Ideas are Free



Why the Many Are Smarter Than the Few and 

How Collective Wisdom Shapes Business, Economies, 
Societies and Nations…………… by James Surowiecki

•The best decisions are made by 
groups, not individuals.

•Groups are smarter than the smartest 
individual in them.

The Wisdom of Crowds

Desert survival

Game played at Stanford, Harvard, NASA

4. Nurturing & Exploiting 
Group Intelligence



The richest sources of ideas for improving business 
processes are from the employees….not the senior 
management team…And “Smart” organizations set up 
system to implement employee suggestions. 

Techniques for eliciting & rewarding ideas 
from front-line employees:

• Set up a process for idea submission
• Rewards should be in the form of

•Recognition
•Implementation of ideas

• Reward the team not the individual
• Respond quickly to suggestions

Ideas are Free
4. Nurturing & Exploiting 
Group Intelligence



A potent force for drawing 
out group intelligence is

making it safe, encouraging ethos: 
being part of the “family” –ohana-
(nobody gets left behind)

4. Nurturing & Exploiting 
Group Intelligence



Winners of “Best places to work”
Survey

• Goldman Sachs

• AG Edwards

• Gore associates
• Nordstrom’s

• These organizations do not fire the bottom rungs 
of their employees but do their best to provide job 
security.  

• Employees feel safe to share ideas and overall 
growth & innovation is enhanced.  

4. Nurturing & Exploiting 
Group Intelligence



How to NOT exploit Group 
Intelligence:
highly visible, celebrated charismatic leadership –
--- spells disaster  ---

• Organizational Crisis: The Logic of Failure
Gilbert Probst and Sebastian Raisch Reported in the Academy of 
Management Executive, February 2005

• Studied the 57 largest business losses from USA and 
Europe which had five years of market leadership followed by 
bankruptcy or loss of at least 40% of stockmarket value between 
1998 and 2003.  The losses were a staggering $2.5 trillion.

• Failures were highly correlated with a charismatic leader 
who usually took the titles of Chairman, CEO, and 
President, and tended to make unilateral decisions.

4. Nurturing & Exploiting 
Group Intelligence



5. Establishing Core values

• The stock price of the company did better if the core 
values statements had
– more values
– more 2 word values (as opposed to 1-word values), 
– longer explanations.

• The Enron statement epitomizes the bad statement.  It had only five core 
values, 2 of which were the most popular, all of which were 1 word.

• Warren Buffet, and the Ritz-Carlton are the other extreme

Fast Company: Issue 97, Aug. 2005, page 32 INVALUABLE--- Martin Kihn

Assembled a sample of 21 companies, from most- and least-
admired in the United States and measured stock performance 
over a five-year period relative to the S&P 500.

Essential Leadership 
function



Example of good core value statements: 
The Ritz-Carlton Way

“ Our Gold Standards are the foundation of 
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, L.L.C. 
They encompass the values and philosophy 
by which we operate.  They  include

The Credo, 
The Motto, The 
Three Steps of 
Service, The 
Basics, and 
The Employee 
Promise.”



Ritz-Carlton Hotel extraordinaire
• THE CREDO top

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel is a place where the genuine care
and comfort of our guests is
our highest mission. 

• We pledge to provide the finest
personal service and facilities
for our guests who will always
enjoy a warm, relaxed, yet
refined ambience.

• The Ritz-Carlton experience
enlivens the senses, instills
well-being, and fulfills even
the unexpressed wishes
and needs of our guests.

• MOTTO top

• At The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, L.L.C., "We are ladies and 
gentlemen serving ladies and gentlemen." This motto exemplifies 
the anticipatory service provided by all staff members.

• THREE STEPS OF SERVICE top

• A warm and sincere greeting. Use the guest name, if and when 
possible. 

• Anticipation and compliance with guest needs. 
• Fond farewell. Give them a warm good-bye and use their names, if 

and when possible. 
• 20 BASICS top



Ritz-Carlton
• 20 BASICS top

• The Credo is the principal belief of our Company. It must be known, owned and energized by all. 
• Our Motto is "We are Ladies and Gentlemen serving Ladies and Gentlemen." As service professionals, we treat our guests and each other with respect and 

dignity. 
• The Three Steps of Service are the foundation of Ritz-Carlton hospitality. These steps must be used in every interaction to ensure satisfaction, retention 

and loyalty. 
• The Employee Promise is the basis for our Ritz-Carlton work environment. It will be honored by all employees. 
• All employees will successfully complete annual Training Certification for their position. 
• Company objectives are communicated to all employees. It is everyone's responsibility to support them. 
• To create pride and joy in the workplace, all employees have the right to be involved in the planning of the work that affects them. 
• Each employee will continuously identify defects (MR BIV) throughout the Hotel. 
• It is the responsibility of each employee to create a work environment of teamwork and lateral service so that the needs of our guests and each other are 

met. 
• Each employee is empowered. For example, when a guest has a problem or needs something special you should break away from your regular duties, 

address and resolve the issue. 
• Uncompromising levels of cleanliness are the responsibility of every employee. 
• To provide the finest personal service for our guests, each employee is responsible for identifying and recording individual guest preferences. 
• Never lose a guest. Instant guest pacification is the responsibility of each employee. Whoever receives a complaint will own it, resolve it to the guest's 

satisfaction and record it. 
• "Smile - we are on stage." Always maintain positive eye contact. Use the proper vocabulary with our guests. (Use words like - "Good Morning," "Certainly," 

"I'll be happy to," and "My pleasure.") 
• Be an ambassador of your Hotel in and outside of the work place. Always talk positively. Communicate any concerns to the appropriate person. 
• Escort guests rather than pointing out directions to another area of the Hotel. 
• Use Ritz-Carlton telephone etiquette. Answer within three rings and with a "smile." Use the guest's name when possible. When necessary, ask the caller 

"May I place you on hold?" Do not screen calls. Eliminate call transfers whenever possible. Adhere to voice mail standards. 
• Take pride in and care of your personal appearance. Everyone is responsible for conveying a professional image by adhering to Ritz-Carlton clothing and 

grooming standards. 
• Think safety first. Each employee is responsible for creating a safe, secure and accident free environment for all guests and each other. Be aware of all fire 

and safety emergency procedures and report security risks immediately. 
• Protecting the assets of a Ritz-Carlton Hotel is the responsibility of every employee. Conserve energy, properly maintain our hotels and protect the 

environment.
• THE EMPLOYEE PROMISE top

• At The Ritz-Carlton, our Ladies & Gentlemen are the most important resource in our service commitment to our guests.
• By applying the principles of trust, honesty, respect, integrity and commitment, we nurture and maximize talent to the benefit of each individual and the 

company.
• The Ritz-Carlton fosters a work environment where diversity is valued, quality of life is enhanced, individual aspirations are fulfilled, and The Ritz-Carlton 

mystique is strengthened.

Review one each day, every day at “line up”



6. Sharing power & empowering employees

• The Ritz way

• Distributing information & power to act gives rise 
to organizational intelligence & success
– The Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire 
– The rise and fall of Chinese Dynasties

• Current rise in Chinese economic power
• Japanese rise after WWII…Kenichi Ohmae

– The rise and fall of business organizations….and all for 
the same reason…

– Power concention In procedures and hierarchies 
• kills innovation,
• stifles organizational adaptation…



7. Level 5 Leadership: Good to Great
(Jim Collins, copyright 2001, HarperCollins Publishers Inc.)

• The study looked at 11 companies that had 15 bad years followed 
by 15 great years



cumulative stock returns of 
$1 invested 1965-2000

General market: $56

GTG companies: $471



They all got new leadership a few months before 
the turnaround

• The study identified remarkable leaders, level 5 leaders.



7. Level 5 Leadership

• Jim Collins: started with “There will not be a leadership 
answer to this problem.”

• “We are surprised, shocked really, to discover that type 
of leadership required for turning a good company into a 
great one.”

• “Level 5 leaders turned out to be self-effacing, quiet, 
reserved, even shy--these leaders are a paradoxical 
blend of personal humility and professional will.”

Based on News & publication references, 
and personal interviews.



Steve Jobs: Creator of Apple Computer

• It was Jobs that talked Wozniak into resigning 
from Hewlett-Packard to start Apple Computer.

• It was Jobs that dazzled venture capitalists, 
recruited John Sculley with 

• “Do you want to spend your life selling sugar 
water [Pepsi] or join us at Apple Computer and 
change the world.”

• Without Steve Jobs, there would be no Apple 
Computer.

Charismatic leadership at it’s best …



Leadership & Innovation: Mature businesses 
and startups need different leadership styles

• The role of leadership changes
– Charismatic leadership, vital early on, must be 

replaced with “fatherly” cultivation of organizational 
learning in more mature organizations



Why are these businesses creations of 2 (occasionally 4) 
people?

$52 B

$30 b

$100 B

$ 50 B

$154 B

$90 B

1998Larry Page and Sergey BrinGoogle

1995 David Filo and Jerry Yang, Yahoo

1984Leonardo Bosak and Sandra LernerCisco

1982Vinod Khosla, Scott McNealy, Bill Joy
and Andy Bechtolsheim

SUN

1968Robert Noyce and Gordon MooreIntel

1939Bill Hewlett and David PackardHP

Leadership, championship & innovation



A few Silicon Valley startups…some by 
leaders…others by champions..  

• Rags to riches, champions always, leaders…?
– Apple
– Yahoo
– Cisco 
– Ebay
– PayPal
– Google
– Skype
– YouTube

Review stories 
about Apple’s 
Jobs & Google



Technology champion: Steve Wozniak
Insight into the creative process
– Apple Computer, founded April 1, 1976, with the release of the Apple I.

– Entered after Commodore Pet computer, Tandy TRS-80, Altair

– Apple beat all the competitors because Wozniak was able to change 
faster as he discovered what worked empirically because he did the 
complete design, board layout, programming, prototype testing & 
debugging by himself, with no committees, with no meetings, with no 
planning.

– The teams of engineers that competed with Apple were 
forced to plan ahead, and then stick to their plans, and 
thus prevented from learning & changing as fast as 
Wozniak.



Steve Jobs: Creator of Apple Computer

• Steve Jobs worked alongside Wozniak bread-boarding 
Wozniak’s designs, before Apple Computer.

• Whenever Woz produced an interesting design (game 
controller, disk drive controllers, toys & gadgets, Jobs 
would always say “let’s sell it”!

• It was Jobs that talked Wozniak into resigning from 
Hewlett-Packard to start Apple Computer.

• It was Jobs that dazzled venture capitalists, recruited 
John Sculley.

Business Champion…



What are the personal characteristics of 
innovators, star performers, and champions?

• Initiative, persistence & 
people networking.

•Bell Labs hires the best and brightest, 
but only a few achieve star performer 
status.

•Studies showed no significant 
correlation between productivity and
cognitive, personal-psychological, social 
skills.

The hallmark of the “STAR” is understanding 
and acting on what the organization needs with 
sufficient persistence and networking skills to 
create change.

How To Be A Star At Work?



Abraham Lincoln---an inspiration–
a tribute to persistence-

22

23
24
25

26
27
29

31
34
37

39
46
47

49
51

Failed in business

Ran for legislature – defeated
Again failed in business
Elected to legislature

Sweetheart died
Had a nervous breakdown
Defeated for Speaker

Defeated for Elector
Defeated for Congress
Elected to Congress

Defeated for Congress
Defeated for Senate
Defeated for Vice President

Defeated for Senate
Elected for President of the United States

AGE



Seth Godin on the role of the 
individual innovator:

• Organization DO NOT innovate
• People innovate
• Successful innovations always have a 

champion behind them
• Without a champion….

the myriad of obstacles that are thrown up in 
the front of any innovation will eventually kill 
the innovation.

Behind every successful product, every 
successful business, every successful 
innovation, there is a champion.



Leadership in Summary

• Good leaders 
– make an emotional connection with followers & 

backers 
– create team spirit 
– clearly articulate core values, vision & goals to deal 

with the business challenges  
– establish procedures
– assign responsibilities  
– hold people accountable
– celebrate success
– listen to champions & suggestions
– practice the 7 Habits on the next slide



7 Practices of Highly Successful Leaders

1. Humility 
2. Share power and distribute responsibility broadly 
3. Treat everyone as team members
4. Be aware that everything you do communicates at a 

subconscious, emotional level.
5. Radiate trustworthiness, empathy and team spirit;
6. Participate in positive feedback loops that make 

people feel good about themselves while having have 
high expectations, and celebrate successes.

7. Create environments that promote communication by 
reducing competition and fostering team spirit.



NEXT section: II Innovation 

I. Leadership
II. Innovation

1. Disruptive innovation
• Clayton Christensen
• Silicon Valley: Regional Advantage?

2. The future of Innovation
• The rate of change is speeding up
• Universal Access to all knowledge
• Learning Business Ecosystems
• Web 2.0
• The linguistic Web



1. Disruptive innovation

• As defined by Clayton Christensen who 
popularized the term 

• As essential process in evolution of business
• Silicon Valley: Regional Advantage?



Popularized the 
concept of 
Disruptive 
Technology
in 1997

Disruptive Technology Innovation is “When new 
technology causes great companies to fail!”

Introduces the concepts of disruptive and sustaining
technology innovation



Large, well-run companies Disrupted

• Sears
• Dec
• Compaq
• AT&T/WorldCom
• Bethlehem Steel
• United/American/Delta/Eastern/PanAm/NW
• 90 Disk drive manufacturers
• Kodak
• XEROX

A tiny sampling



Profound question: Why do Incumbents 
usually miss disruptive opportunities?

• IBM
• DEC
• Apple/IBM/Dell
• Silicon Graphics
• Toshiba
• Palm

Mainframe
Mini 
Micro/PC 
Workstation
Laptop
PDA

Disk drive industry, another good example.



Disk Drive Industry



Illustrated with DEC computer
P
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Time

Sustain
ing innovations

to minicomputers

personal 

computers

60% on
$500,000

45% on
$250,000

40%        
on $3,000

20%
On $1,000

A

B

1978 1988
1968

mini

computers



Innovator’s Dilemma

• Listen to your customers or not?

• Would you invest your money developing a 
product that 
– your customer’s don’t want and
– would wreck your profit margins?



The problem lies with the Law of 
Resource Dependency

• Only those ideas get funded that have the 
support of the customers of the firm.

Creates Business lock-in



A consequence:

• Good news for Entrepreneurs:
– There’s great opportunity if the entrepreneur selects 

the right market and the right technology!



Entrepreneurs, new technologies, and 
emerging markets.

33%3%

38%0%
New 
technology

Established 
technology

Established 
market

Emerging 
market

• Clayton Christensen’s statistics on startups likelihood 
of success.



1. The larger view: Disruptive Innovation is driven 
by the inexorable march to mechanize and 
automate the production of goods and services.   

• As such, it is dominated directly & indirectly by 
progress in ICT.  It is 
– Riding Moore’s Law
– Shifting wealth to new individuals, new companies, 

new nations 
• faster & faster



Automation started with the main occupations 
100 years ago (e.g. farming), moved to 
manufacturing and now is moving to services.

• Industries are automated at different times

services

manufacturingfarming

40%

2%

75%

1900 2000



Already some factories are completely 
automated

• Oil 
refineries 
have 
essentially 
no on-site 
staff



As automation progresses, machines will 
produce  more & more the wealth of nations, with 
less & less human intervention.
• According to Solow Nobel Prize Winner, 1989, we are 

already 7/8th of the way there in 1st world nations.
• About 7/8 of output is due to machines.

• About 1/8th human labor.

Notice the lack of people!



Profound Questions (for discussion)

• Who gets the benefit of these automated systems? Rich 
men? Or society?

• As machines take over entire industries, the nature of 
employment must shift to the creative, innovation-based 
jobs.

• Innovation is the last bastion of human activity that can 
NOT be taken over by automation as it transforms the 
modern world.



ICT based automation wipes out entire 
industries
• Because of new global competition, constantly improving 

transportation and communication, now — more than ever before —
companies must automate or die!

All “mom n pop” dinersMcDonald’s

All computer suppliersDell

All department storesWal-Mart

ThreatenedThreatening Innovators



Supply-chain use of ICT: Wal-Mart, Dell

• Wal-Mart (beat K-mart/sears) and Dell (beat IBM/Compaq/HP/  and 
became leaders in their industries by doing a better job of automating 
their supply chains.

• Wal-Mart used bar code scanning. Now switching to RFID from all its 
major suppliers on boxes and pallets.

• When you purchase an item in New York the factory in China is 
notified.

• Wal-mart is China’s 8th largest trading partner, ahead of Russia, 
Australia, and Canada. Wal-mart started in 1962! 

• Japanese were famous for “just-in-time inventory control”. Dell did 
even better. Dell Computer doesn’t even order the parts from the 
suppliers until it receives the order from the customer.



The richest people in USA made their wealth with 
disruptive innovations, directly or indirectly, from ICT

Company$ millionsNAMERANK of

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Ebay10,200 Omidyar, Pierre M

Google 11,000 Page, Larry E

Google 11,000 Brin, Sergey

Casinos, hotels 11,500 Adelson, Sheldon

Fidelity 12,500 Johnson, Abigail

Cox Enterprises 12,500 Chambers, Anne Cox

Cox Enterprises 12,500 Anthony, Barbara Cox

Microsoft 14,000 Ballmer, Steven Anthony

Wal-Mart 15,400 Walton, Helen R

Wal-Mart 15,500 Walton, Alice L

Wal-Mart 15,600 Walton, S Robson

Wal-Mart 15,700 Walton, Jim C

Wal-Mart inheritance 15,700 Walton, Christy

Oracle 17,000 Ellison, Lawrence Joseph

Dell 18,000 Dell, Michael

Microsoft, investments 22,500 Allen, Paul Gardner

Berkshire Hathaway 40,000 Buffett, Warren Edward

Microsoft 51,000 Gates, William Henry III



Silicon Valley Regional Advantage

• Richard Florida
• Stanford
• Bay Area Infrastructure
• Access to capital



Regional Advantage for disruptive innovation?

• Richard Florida thinks so.

• Regions with high diversity indexes tend to be 
most innovative.

– Gay index

– Performing arts index

– Ethnic diversity index

• The San Francisco Bay Area ranked highest 
in the USA on several indexes even before it 
Silicon Valley



The other surprise: Angel  Investing

• Angel investment more than VC ($24 billion vs. $22 
billion in the US in 2004)

• 225,000 active angel investors in the U.S. last year. 

• Angel groups (10 to 150 accredited investors) = 200 in 
US

• On average, each firm that received angel money in 
2004 got $469,000.



The Future of Innovation

1.The rate of change is speeding up
2.Universal Access to all knowledge
3.Learning Business Ecosystems
4.Web 2.0
5.Life after Web 2.0: The linguistic Web



Profound change, without precedence,  is 
sweeping the globe. 

Something remarkable Something remarkable Something remarkable Something remarkable 

is happening!is happening!is happening!is happening!

If you were born in 1950 

and lived a hundred years, 

about half of the humans 

that ever walked the earth 

will be alive during your 

lifetime.

NonNonNonNon----cyclical, noncyclical, noncyclical, noncyclical, non----steadysteadysteadysteady----

state, nonstate, nonstate, nonstate, non----repetitiousrepetitiousrepetitiousrepetitious

7.5 billion people born

1950
2050



Modern Automation: LSI- ICT & Moore’s Law

In 1965 Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel 
predicted that the number of transistors per 
integrated circuit would double every 18 
months



1. The rate of change is speeding up.

Moore’s Law
Doubles every 

18 months

Disk Law
doubles every 

12 months

Fiber Law
Doubles every 

9 months

Metcalfe’s law
Utility ~ power 
function of  user 
community size

X John Seeley-Brown

Technology acceleration =
computation  X  storage  X  telecommunication  X distribution

More than Moore’s Law

Moore’s Law hidden companions



The hidden accelerator: people
• Progress, P, improvements in the capacity to generate 

wealth.

P = (technology accelerators) x  (participation pool)

Moore’s Law & 
hidden companions

Technology

P = x

x People

people

=



People: The world population shown graphically

• Growth in LSI -ICT enabled ecosystems will be 
especially strong in Asia.



The Future of Innovation

1.The rate of change is speeding up
2.Universal Access to all knowledge
3.Learning Business Ecosystems
4.Web 2.0
5.Life after Web 2.0: The linguistic Web



2. Universal access to all knowledge.

We can cost-effectively store, and provide  Internet 
access to, every book, sound recording, movie, software 
package, and public web page ever created.  Brewster 
Kahle

Brewster Kahle, Digital Librarian, Director and Co-founder of the internet archive .org



2. Universal (Internet) access to all knowledge 
(published)

100 million volumes written since the Sumerian tablets

28 million volumes in the Library of Congress

The average volume has 1 megabyte of text => 28 terabytes required to store 
the entire Library of Congress        => $60,000 of servers

It costs $10 to digitize a 300 page book        => $280 million to digitize

Library of Congress

Text

Movies 

Audio
2 to 3 million disks of music total
$10 to digitize a single long-playing record

100,000 to 200,000 movies in total

Software 
50,000 software titles in total

MIT lectures to be put online Less than $1 billion



The Future of Innovation

1.The rate of change is speeding up
2.Universal Access to all knowledge
3.Learning Business Ecosystems
4.Web 2.0
5.Life after Web 2.0: The linguistic Web



3. Learning Business Ecosystems

1. Business Ecosystem Learning
• Detroit
• Chongqing
• ODMs

– Automobiles, cell phones, injection molded plastics

• Lee & Fong 



4. Emergence of Web 2.0

• What’s Web 2.0
– Systems that improve with use (learn) or benefit from 

their visitors/users communities

• Examples
• Amazon & eBay
• Blogs & Technorati
• Wikipedia
• Del.icio.us & Flickr
• Google
• Ask Jeeves
• MySpace



Blogs – pure user content

• WebLogs
– Started out as personal diaries
– Google Blogger et al made it easy to Blog
– Technorati consolidated and made Blogs searchable
– Blogs are becoming major forces for news and commentary

• Trent Lot story
• Titanium bike locks story

Blogs and MSM

Eschaton
Common Dreams
The Economist
Binary Bonsai
Davenetics
NPR
Talking Points Memo
The Times
PBS
ESPN
Boston.com
Engadget
National Review
Asahi Shinbun
Slate
FARK
Gizmodo
LA Times
Instapundit
Daily Kos
MTV
Salon
SF Gate
Reuters
News.com
Fox News
USA Today

Boing Boing
Wired News
MSNBC

Guardian
BBC

Yahoo News
Washington Post

New York Times
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Blue = Mainstream Media

Red = Blog

Blogs are beginning to compete with MainStream Media

Boing Boing is more widely read than USA Today!



Technorati

•Real time indexing of Blogs
- Buzz Bruggeman story (RSS feeds from Feedster & Technorati)



Google

• Google’s page rank algorithm causes constant 
adaptation  

– Examples of users training Google

• Finding a seafood restaurant in Seattle 

• Spelling 

– Natural language queries on Google & 

– ASK

– Play-lists on RadioBlogClub



5. After Web 2.0: Mobile phones increase the 
infrastructure support for the linguistic web

• Phones already offer cameras, 
email, music, electronic wallets 
TV, fantasy games, friend finder 
& location based services.

• KDDI offers cell phone cameras 
for BAR CODE recognition and 
product evaluation using blogs.

Example of economic driver for the 
linguistic web: A visitor searches a retail 
site for "video camera" or "movie camera" 
and finds nothing and leaves, when the site 
was expecting "camcorder" and would have 
shown him 20 models had he used an 
exact match word . 



5. The linguistic Web

• First typing or text-messaging will be used

– Already you can try: 

• Then speaking using natural language dialogs

– The ability to speak to the Web will emerge from the 
Web 2.0 machine learning mechanism in which 
information shared by the user community will give rise 
to the ultimate success of the speech recognition.



Thank you!


